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I am always interested in ideas for this newsletter! -Email suggestions to Phil at
info@wichitafreeflight.org

Announcements: Next Meeting is Saturday, July 14, 2018 at The Mediterranean Grill.
Meeting minutes for May 2, 2018
Attendees:  Mary Kay & George Avila, Betty & Larry Bishop, Phil Burress, Doug Burright, Jeff Englert, Jane &
Earl Griffith, Marty Kline, Jeanette & Kent Peters, Marty & Jim O”Reilly, Linda & Chuck Powell, Braden Powell, Ed
Salguero, Marilyn & Bill Schmidt
President Powell called the meeting to order.
The minutes were accepted.
The club Treasurer reported that the club assets remained positive.
OLD BUSINESS: The Gainesville,Texas contest was discussed.
NEW BUSINESS: Stan Chiltons passing was discussed. Stan held 42 world records in indoor rubber freeflight. He
was a master indoor modeler and will be missed.
Show & Tell:
Ed Salguero passed on a few of his magnificent custom-made winders which seem way too beautiful to use. He
also brought some vintage Flying Aces magazines as well as other old model airplane literature.
Jim O’Reilly showed a Jimmie Allen Bluebird, masterfully built of course, and which happened to be covered in a
red and yellow scheme.
Doug Burright displayed his ½ sized wakefield from the Easy Built kit. It is based on the Canadian Wakefield
winner. Phil Burress reports that his build of this model is a fine and consistent flyer.
Chuck Powell displayed his latest version of the Lil’ Dip glider for the bungee glider event. He also brought and
displayed Stan Chilton’s A6 model box, as testament to Stan’s precision and mastery of the hobby.

Clockwise from upper left: 1) Ed Salguero’s beautiful winders that he graciously gifted to fellow club members. 2) Ed Salguero also brought
these nifty vintage books. 3) Jim O’Reilly and his classy Jimmie Allen Bluebird. 4) Doug Burright talks about his Easy Built Half aWake. 5)
Chuck shows off his Lil’ Dip glider 6) The late Stan Chilton’s model storage and display box (and it’s contents) sets a high standard for
precision and craftsmanship.

WHAM News, Views and Reviews: by Phil Burress

(Not a lot here this time, to save space for

the Ed Salguero profile!)

For some free flight scale building and trimming inspiration, check out the youtube videos of Maxfliart, AKA Tom
Hallman. He is a prolific builder of gorgeous scale models that fly beautifully also. He takes well-shot flight videos
as he trims his airplanes and often explains the trimming process as he takes his airplanes from flying great to
superb with subtle tweaks. Definitely check it out at https://www.youtube.com/user/maxfliart

Fellow Free Flighter profile: Ed Salguero
Welcome to the second FFF Profile. It was a pleasure to talk to Ed and hear about his interesting life and views
on model airplanes.

P.B.: Do you remember your first Model Airplane?:
E.S.: Back when I was about 7, I was in the hospital. They thought I had scarlet fever and isolated me.
My older brother decided he was going to try to build an airplane, and when I came home, he had it
about half built, so I started helping him. Then I had to have one! So we built them together. They
were little Comet dime models. We tried to fly them and of course we didn’t know “sic ‘em from come
here” about them so if we got ten feet out of them we were happy, but we kept doing it.
There was a hobby shop close to our house and we would collect coat hangers and pop bottles for the
deposit and used that money to buy our models- money was kind of hard to come by in those days.
We kept at it and finally we got to where we could get them to sort of fly. I also carved solid wood scale
models and some of them looked pretty good. As time went on, about 1939-40 we got an Ohlsson .23
engine for Christmas and we set up a test stand and learned how to run that thing. Then the war started
and free flight sort of died. So we decided to build a control line model for that Ohlsson engine and built
a Baby Shark, a model with a 20” wingspan; very little wing. And we'd get it out there and it’d circle and
it wouldn't get off the ground. So we went to the hobby shop and asked the guy what was wrong and he
said you need more pitch in your prop. We were using a four inch pitch prop and he said you need at
least a 6 inch pitch prop. At that point they weren’t making any props anymore and he didn’t have the
one we needed so my brother figured out how to plot props. He would plot them out and I would get
some wood and saw out the plan view and side view, then carve them. And sure enough, we made a
six inch pitch prop and we were able to get that model off the ground. All the way up to a whopping ten
feet, going like a son of a gun! So we built bigger models for that Olson engine.
My brother was more into the engines and loved machining and all that, and I drifted toward the
models. So he’d provide the motors and I’d build the models. During the war everything was scarce,
so my brother would rebuild old motors, creating pistons and things like that. He could soup up the old
engines and make them run a lot faster. They didn’t always last a long time- control line is hard on
engines because you run them so much. Around the time WWII ended, my brother went into the army
but I was too young to enlist. At that time I got into free flight, and got the first Forster .29 engine that
came into town after the war; about 1946. That was my first really good engine for free flight. I has
also been building rubber powered FF models. This was in El Paso, TX and we’d go to Fort Bliss and
fly there. Then I went to college and when I moved away to finish college I stopped building models for
the most part.
I didn’t get back into building models until my son got old enough to get interested in models. I had an
engine and my son loved playing with it starting when he was six years old. When he was 8 or 9 years
old, around 1960, my father in law bought a model for it, a simple biplane. My son built it and I helped a
little bit to make sure he got everything lined up on it. When we went to fly it I suggested that he let me
fly it first and he asked, “What do you know about it?” He didn’t realize that I knew anything about
models! So, I flew that airplane and that’s all it took for me to get the bug again. So we got into it and
built and flew a lot and joined clubs. Mostly it was control line at first but then we got into free flight,
mostly powered free flight. I preferred smaller models using .19, .23 and up to .29 size engines. We
did that until he went off to college. After that my modeling activity slowed but I still kept it up. I was in

a club but wasn’t very active, being busy with other life activities. But when I retired in 1989 I really got
into it again and I’ve been doing it ever since.
P.B.: You mentioned flying some rubber powered before you went off to college. What kinds of models
were you flying then?
E.S.: One of the ones that I had the most luck was the Midwestern Pacific Ace. That thing would fly
like mad.
P.B.: What degree did you get in College?
E.S.: I really loved airplanes but at that time, after WWII there were lots of aeronautical engineers so
the market was flooded. I decided I wanted to be an architectural engineer and I found a college in
Austin. By the time I finished school, though, there was more of a market building for military airplanes
again. One day I was at school and I was approached in the hallway by a man who asked me to
interview with Boeing. He interviewed me and completed a job application for me on the spot. I forgot
all about that and later had a job lined up in El Paso, TX at a big contracting firm, for good pay. I had
also received a job offer as a result of my Boeing interview, and was considering a job with NACA in
Cleveland, working with wind tunnels, which appealed to me because it was associated with airplanes.
I was motivated to get a job and start my career and avoid being drafted to go to the war in Korea. I
contacted Boeing and asked if the job was still available and it was. Since the pay was good and it was
closer to home than Cleveland, I accepted that job. This was 1952, and I retired from Boeing in 1989.
When I started they asked me for three choices of which area I wanted to work. I chose my three but
instead of one of these, they assigned me to the B-47 Body Group department. I worked as an
engineer on the B-47s, B-52s, 737s, 747s and KC135s.
P.B.: My dad Flew KC-135s in Viet Nam, and Also the AC-119 Gunship. It’s amazing the level of
technology they had in those even in the early 1970s.
E.S.: Yes it was amazing and also amazing how much it’s changed since then. When I started we used
slide rules and drew on linen, glass cloth or 5” x 10” metal templates, with aluminum pencils, to the
accuracy of .001 inches, theoretically. Things progressed in steps until we had the first computer
program that only produced tapes, no drawings. When we first used computers, we’d punch stacks of
cards, then wait until the evening to have the computer process them overnight, and we would get the
results in the morning. Actually doing the drawings on computers was a revolution and saved a huge
amount of time since we could design something and have a drawing for review the next day. I started
out as a Jr. Engineer and progressed up to become a design engineer. Between my progress from
Designer “B” to Designer “A” I went into supervision. After some time as Designer “A” I went back into
supervision again. In 1959 I was a Boeing representative at Flight Safety in California. We did a lot of
accident investigations, safety studies and gave safety lectures at various Air Force bases. It was a
one year commitment but they asked me to do it for a second year. I ended up at Boeing as a chief
engineer and was involved with some interesting projects.
P.B.: Are there any particular types or classes of airplanes that you have enjoyed more than others?
E.S.: Over the years it’s switched around. Part if it is where you can fly, who you fly with and what they
are flying. I always really liked powered free flight. Also control line because finding a place to fly was
not a problem. I also have really enjoyed rubber powered free flight. Electric R/C is nice because you
can go fly without a lot of preparation. Just the other night my son let me know he was going to the
school yard so I grabbed an airplane, batteries, transmitter etc. and was soon flying. So that’s nice.

P.B.: When you are building a smaller rubber powered airplane such as the FAC Moth, what glue do
you prefer?
E.S.: These days I use CA glue a lot because it’s quick. But I have used Titebond, slightly thinned.
And I use the old cement sometimes, such as when gluing on tailfeathers. With cement you can go
back and adjust it more easily.
P.B.: Have you had any models that you’ve enjoyed more over the years that maybe aren’t as popular
these days?
E.S.: I’ve always enjoyed the scale type models. Most of what I build is from my own plans. I enjoy
drawing plans and figuring out how to build stuff almost as much as flying these days.
These days, I don’t travel as much to the contests as I used to. I just don’t like to travel as much. A
two day contest in town is exhausting enough!
Years back, Jack Phelps and I helped with the Science Olympiad. The first year they built simple
gliders, then we switched to the AMA Cub which turned out pretty good. Finally we built models that
adhered to the actual Science Olympiad rules. I designed a high wing indoor airplane to these specs
and they built these- some of them flew pretty good in the gym. We lost access to the gym after that so
we improvised with gliders flying straight in the hallways. Even this was a good learning experience for
the kids. The school actually had a little wind tunnel. I helped set this up for testing and measuring
drag and lift of a wing section. As we further modified it it was quite sophisticated and I think the kids
got a lot out of it.
P.B.: Free flight is quite competitive, yet there is a real camaraderie and everyone seems willing to
share their tricks and tips.
E.S.: Yep. In free flight, we’re all ways willing to help anybody. The more the merrier.
-Thanks to Ed for this enjoyable interview! -PB

Ed, in his shop

Ed’s current project on the drafting board. No CAD here.

(Above) At a contest in 1947. Ed is in the white shirt.

(Left) Ed with the local Hobby Shop owner. He was a great modeler
with no legs and one good arm!. He’s holding Ed’s model.

Here’s a good Jet Cat subject: In lieu of a plan I am presenting this 3-view that you can use

to build a catapult launched glider. This looks like it would be good FAC Jet Cat subject. In fact I have
built it recently and can attest that it is a good flyer! My Martin RB-57D Canberra had a 40 second flight
on it’s third launch.
About Jet Catapult Scale Gliders. This is a Flying Aces Club event and one of the more interesting categories
in free flight. The rules are simple and specify a subject of any man-carrying jet. To launch, one ¼” loop or two ⅛”
loops of rubber, 9” max, is used with a six inch dowel. As a general rule the models are fairly small, with
wingspans running from 8” to 16” or so. Scoring is accomplished by adding the best three flights of six official
attempts. One of the challenges in the event is the fact that most jets just don’t have a lot of wing to them! You
can take modest liberties with the scale outlines such as increasing the moment or tail areas a bit, but scale
integrity must be maintained. As a result, this category usually has the lowest flight times in all of free flight. If
you are getting thirty seconds from your Jet Cat, you have a good chance of winning the contest! They can also
be temperamental and hard to trim out. For these reasons, at least one accomplished modeler calls the category
“The hardest in free flight”. The last thing I’ll add is that they can be built quickly. Even a slow builder like myself
can get one ready to test in an evening or two. The wing is generally made from ⅛” thick soft balsa with an airfoil
sanded in, having a high spot around 25-33% back. Tail feathers can be 1/16” and the fuselage may typically be
1/16” or 3/32” sheet, reinforced as necessary. Model should be light of course but it must be able to withstand the
stressful launch and the occasional less-than-ideal landing.

Here’s the Author’s fine flying Martin RB-57D Canberra glider:

Martin RB-57D Canberra: The stubby-winged English Electric Canberra (which may be more familiar to you) is a
popular Jet Cat subject. That airplane had a 67 ft. wingspan and wide chord. In contrast, the U.S. licensed Martin
RB-57D was a variant designed for high-altitude use, and sported a 103 ft. wingspan with a much higher aspect. It
is considered an antecedent to the U-2. Yours truly built it with a 15 ½” wingspan and increased the horizontal
stab by 10% as the only variation from the drawing. I think it will be one to beat at the field!

The next WHAM/SAM 56 Dinner meeting will be held July 14, 2018 at The Mediterranean Grill
335 S. Towne East Mall Dr., Wichita, KS 67207 (316) 651-5599. Social Hour @ 6pm, Dinner at
6:30pm.
Club Events: 1/2a Texaco, Jimmy Allen, FAC Moth, C/HLG, or as arranged.
Contacting WHAM/SAM 56:
jenglert@cox.net

Email or mail Jeff Englert, 10118 Sterling Ct., Wichita, KS 67208

Club Officers are President: Chuck Powell 316-655-3154; Vice President Bill Schmidt 316-744-0378;
Secretary: Jeff Englert 316-722-7491; Treasurer Phil Burress 316-210-0707

*Meeting is this Saturday, July 14!
Upcoming 2018 club meetings: July 14, September 8, November 10, 2018

WHAM/SAM 56
Jeff Englert, Secretary
10118 Sterling Court
Wichita, KS 67205

